social media sites. 2,757 individuals clicked the link to the survey, 1,949 advanced to the second page, and 1,358 completed the survey. We excluded 23 students and 43 individuals who were neither psychologists nor active in the field of psychology.
Description of questionnaire
Respondents first indicated whether they had already heard of or read the Simmons et al. (2011) article. They then read the 10 requirements and guidelines (copied verbatim from the original article and presented in random order) and responded to the agreement questions. Respondents who responded with either "No" or "Don't know" then provided a reason by either checking one option in a list or writing their reason in a text field (see Table S1 for reasons and their respective frequencies).
After responding to all requirements and guidelines, respondents provided demographic information regarding their academic and professional experience, gender, and age. We then asked respondents what proportion of print and online journal space should be dedicated to novel studies and direct replications ("What percentage of journal space (online/print format) should be dedicated to novel studies/direct replications?") as well as the percentage of findings they thought could be replicated in direct replications in both psychology as a whole and their respective subfields ("In the field of psychology as a whole/[the area of psychology in which respondent reported being most active], what proportion of research findings do you think could be reproduced if direct replications were conducted?"). Respondents then indicated whether they had already discussed the Simmons et al. article with colleagues or intended to do so in the future.
We disregarded questions concerning respondents' own replication studies, which participants answered last, as comments from 78 respondents indicate that there were misunderstandings regarding the distinction between direct and conceptual replications. In addition, many respondents indicated that they simply could not remember this information.
Supplementary Material: PSYCHOLOGISTS ARE OPEN TO CHANGE 3 Reason
26 (22) 19 (24) 18 (21) 21 (25) 16 (16) 35 (31) 29 (25) 26 (28) 17 (15) 17 (21) 19 (15 Note. N="No", D="Don't know". Except for N, numbers are percentages. Numbers without parentheses concern whether requirement should be standard of good practice; numbers in parentheses concern whether requirement should be publication condition. Dashes indicate percentages less than 10%. Reason: 1="Would require too much journal space." 2="Should be required, but only as supplemental online material." 3="Requirement is too rigid." 4="Requirement is not appropriate for all types of studies." 5="Would be too much of a burden for researchers/reviewers to implement." 6="I do not agree with the requirement." 7="The requirement is unnecessary." 8="It is not possible to enforce the requirement." 9="Don't know" 10="Other".
Respondents did not have the opportunity to provide comments following "Yes"-answers. Thus, it is possible that the survey format discouraged "Yes"-answers in respondents who primarily agreed with the recommendation, yet wanted to provide comments or reservations. To test this possibility, we compared the percentage of "Yes"-answers for the recommendations viewed first and last by each respondent (random presentation order). These percentages did not differ (posterior distribution mean = 1%, HDI [-4%, 3%]).
1 To test whether current position, field of research, experience as an editor or agreement type predicted agreement, we conducted a Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regression. Holding everything else constant, the odds of agreeing with an individual recommendation are 49% higher for non-editors than editors (odds ratio: 1/0.67 = 1.49; see left panel of Table S1 ). 2 We conducted a parallel regression analysis for guidelines (agreement type was not part of the model, since we did not vary question format for guidelines). None of the variables reliably predicted agreement to guidelines (see right panel of Table S2 ).
1 We analyzed the data using Bayesian statistics with vague priors. For binary proportions (e.g., "Yes" vs. "No") we constructed posterior distributions by sampling from a beta distribution using the function MCbinomialbeta from the R (2.12.2) package MCMCpack (Martin, Quinn, & Park, 2011) using uniform priors. For trinomial proportions (i.e., "Yes" vs. "No" vs. "Don't know") we constructed posterior distributions by sampling from a Dirichlet distribution using the function MCmultinomdirichlet from MCMCpack using uniform priors. Continuous data were modeled with normal distributions using vague priors on the mean and the standard deviation. 2 The Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regressions were conducted using the function MCMCglmm from the R package MCMCglmm (Hadfield, 2010) using uninformative priors (i.e., inverse Wishart for random effects and Gaussian priors for fixed effects). 
